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The Time Travel MEGAPACK ®
"Astonishing." —The New York Times "A fascinating meditation on the many ways traveling through time can change a
person." —HelloGiggles "This genre-bending, time-bending debut will appeal to fans of Doctor Who, dystopian fiction, and
life's great joy: friend groups."—Refinery29 Perfect for fans of Naomi Alderman's The Power and Margot Lee Shetterly’s
Hidden Figures comes The Psychology of Time Travel, a mind-bending, time-travel debut. In 1967, four female scientists
worked together to build the world’s first time machine. But just as they are about to debut their creation, one of them
suffers a breakdown, putting the whole project—and future of time travel—in jeopardy. To protect their invention, one
member is exiled from the team—erasing her contributions from history. Fifty years later, time travel is a big business.
Twenty-something Ruby Rebello knows her beloved grandmother, Granny Bee, was one of the pioneers, though no one will
tell her more. But when Bee receives a mysterious newspaper clipping from the future reporting the murder of an
unidentified woman, Ruby becomes obsessed: could it be Bee? Who would want her dead? And most importantly of all: can
her murder be stopped? Traversing the decades and told from alternating perspectives, The Psychology of Time Travel
introduces a fabulous new voice in fiction and a new must-read for fans of speculative fiction and women’s fiction alike.

A Witch's Guide to Time Travel
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In a world where one can literally get lost in literature, Thursday Next, a Special Operative in literary detection, tries to stop
the world's Third Most Wanted criminal from kidnapping characters, including Jane Eyre, from works of literature.

The Second Time Travel MEGAPACK ®
Brainwashed
Created around the world and available only on the Web, internet "television" series are independently produced, mostly
low budget shows that often feature talented but unknown performers. Typically financed through online crowd-funding,
they are produced with borrowed equipment and volunteer casts and crews, and viewers find them through word of mouth
or by chance. The second in a first-ever set of books cataloging Internet television series, this volume covers in depth the
drama and mystery genres, with detailed entries on 405 shows from 1996 through July 2014. In addition to casts, credits
and story lines, each entry provides a website, commentary and episode descriptions. Index of performers and personnel
are included.

Time Was
Passionately in love, Clare and Henry vow to hold onto each other and their marriage as they struggle with the effects of
Chrono-Displacement Disorder, a condition that casts Henry involuntarily into the world of time travel.

From Time to Time
Still stranded in 1815, FBI agent Kendra Donovan finds herself on the trail of a vicious murderer with a shocking secret.
October 1815: There is only one place Kendra Donovan wants to travel—back to her own time period in the twenty-first
century. But since that’s not happening, she agrees instead to travel with her new guardian, the Duke of Aldridge, to one of
his smaller estates in Lancashire. Their journey takes them through Yorkshire, a region whose breathtaking beauty masks a
simmering violence brought on by the Industrial Revolution, which pits mill owner against worker. When Kendra and the
Duke encounter a band of Luddites on a lonely, fog-shrouded road, the Duke informs the authorities in the nearby village of
East Dingleford that mischief may have been done at the local mill. However, it isn’t just mischief but murder that is
discovered, when the body of the mill manager, Mr. Stone, is found brutally bludgeoned to death in his office. The Constable
is certain the radical-minded Luddites committed the murder. One look at the crime scene and Kendra knows they did not,
prompting the Duke to shock the locals by volunteering their services to catch the real killer. Joined by lover Alec and Bow
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Street Runner Sam Kelly, Kendra must sort through the puzzle of Stone’s rather unsavory life, picking apart alibies and
dissecting carefully created deceptions from a growing list of suspects. As a special agent for the FBI, Kendra thought she’d
encountered every kind of evil. But when another, even more vicious murder rocks East Dingleford, Kendra realizes that
they’re dealing with a stone-cold killer—one who has a shocking secret that he will do anything to protect.

The Doomsday Book
Qwerty Stevens's time-traveling adventures take him back to 1879 where he meets the great inventor Thomas Edison as he
struggles to perfect his latest creation, the light bulb.

Flashforward
Jack Wells is executed for a crime he did not commit. Then things get worse. After his execution, 42 year old Jack wakes up
as a 19 year old, and he remembers everything from his past life. The only thing he doesn't know is who killed those boys.
The murders have yet to be committed. Can Jack save the boys in time, and his own life in the process? Over several
lifetimes, Jack races through time to find the answers. This is one fight to the finish you won’t want to miss. Teens and
adults alike will love this time travel thriller. Get your copy of this gripping time travel series. The Ivy Mystery series: The
Many Lives of Ivy Wells The Many Lives of Sam Wells The Many Lives of Jack Wells

The Psychology of Time Travel
Kendra Donovan’s adventures in nineteenth-century England continue when she is called upon to investigate the murder of
a spymaster. February 1816: A race through the icy, twisting cobblestone streets of London ends inside an abandoned
church—and a horrific discovery. Bow Street Runner Sam Kelly is called to investigate the grisly murder of Sir Giles
Holbrooke, who was left naked and garroted, with his tongue cut out. Yet as perplexing as that crime is, it becomes even
stranger when symbols that resemble crosses mysteriously begin to appear across the dead man’s flesh during autopsy. Is
it a message from the killer? Sam turns to the one person in the kingdom who he believes can answer that question and
solve the bizarre murder—the Duke of Aldridge’s odd but brilliant ward, Kendra Donovan. While Kendra has been trying to
adapt to her new life in the early nineteenth century, she is eager to use her skills as a twenty-first century FBI agent again.
And she will need all her investigative prowess, because Sir Giles was not an average citizen. He was one of England’s most
clever spymasters, whose life had been filled with intrigue and subterfuge. Kendra’s return to the gritty streets and
glittering ballrooms of London takes her down increasingly dangerous paths. When another body is discovered, murdered in
the same apparently ritualistic manner as Sir Giles, the American begins to realize that they are dealing with a killer with an
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agenda, whose mind has been twisted by rage and bitterness so that the price of a perceived betrayal is death.

The Many Lives of Sam Wells
Professor Simon Cross spent his life searching for evidence of vampires and avoiding emotional entanglements. When a
mysterious accident transports Simon and his assistant, Elizabeth West, back in time, Simon finally finds both the proof that
he's been looking for, and the romance that he hasn't. Simon and Elizabeth's developing relationship is tested by demons
real and imagined. In 1920s Manhattan, there are more than mobsters vying for power in the city's speakeasies. When the
local kingpin with a dark secret sets his sights on Elizabeth, day to day struggles become a fight for their very lives. Books
in the Out of Time Series: Out of Time: A Time Travel Mystery (Book #1) When the Walls Fell (Book #2) Fragments (Book
#3) The Devil's Due (Book #4) Thursday's Child (Book #5) Sands of Time (Book #6) A Rip in Time (Book #7) A Time of
Shadows (Book #8) Voyage in Time (Book #9) Revolution in Time (Book #10) Free, paranormal, time travel romance,
mystery, historical fantasy, vampire

Time and Again
"The Second Time Travel Megapack" collects 23 more tales of travel through time, by great modern and classic authors.
Included are: SEEMS LIKE OLD TIMES, by Robert J. Sawyer THE BUSINESS, AS USUAL, by Mack Reynolds THROUGH TIME AND
SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT: 18, by Grendel Briarton TIME WELL SPENT, by George Zebrowski THE DAY TIME
STOPPED MOVING, by Bradner Buckner SAVING JANE AUSTEN, by Robert Reginald IN THE CARDS, by Alan Cogan A WITCH IN
TIME, by Janet Fox YESTERDAY'S PAPER, by Boyd Ellanby A MATTER OF TIME, by Robert Reginald THE MAN WHO SAW
THROUGH TIME, by Leonard Raphael CAVERNS OF TIME, by Carlos McCune THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND
FEGHOOT: 110, by Grendel Briarton LOST IN TIME, by Arthur Leo Zagat THE LAND WHERE TIME STOOD STILL, by Arthur Leo
Zagat OUTSIDE OF TIME, by Carroll John Daly BULL MOOSE OF BABYLON, by Don Wilcox COMPOUNDED INTEREST, by Mack
Reynolds THE MAN WHO CHANGED HISTORY, by John York Cabot TIME ON YOUR HANDS, by John York Cabot INSIDE TIME,
by Tim Sullivan THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT: 116, by Grendel Briarton THE GALLERY OF HIS
DREAMS, by Kristine Kathryn Rusch If you enjoy this book, search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack"
to see the more than 100 other entries in the series, covering science fiction, modern authors, mysteries, westerns,
classics, adventure stories, and much, much more!

A Dangerous Talent for Time
Miranda isn't happy when sullen orphan Abby Chandler comes to live with her family. But Miranda's anger turns to shock
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when she learns the girl's horrible secret: Abby's parents and sisters were killed in a house fire in this very town--more than
three hundred years ago. Somehow Abby survived the fire and has been living in a virtual limbo ever since. Fifteen-year-old
Miranda Browne, the extraordinary protagonist from Kathryn Reiss's first novel, Time Windows, returns for a new timetravel adventure.

Fifteen Postcards
A TIME TRAVEL COZY MYSTERY Two Crimes, Two Times… Dee Flanagan loves Irish history, bad rom-coms, and red lipstick.
Dead clowns, injured time travelers, and shoot-outs don’t make it onto the small-town reporter’s Top Ten list. After the
bullets stop flying in Dunleagh Castle’s courtyard, it’s up to Dee to convince people she didn’t imagine a gunfight played
out between two centuries. With the body count rising, and no one willing to believe Dee’s time travel theory, she’s forced
to team up with a man who’s either a bona fide fruit cake or a police officer from the year 1919. Using her expert
knowledge of the Irish War of Independence, Dee sets out to solve a century-old crime, plus a modern-day murder.

Out of Time: A Time Travel Mystery
History shapes those who travel through it Following the unexplained disappearance of her parents, and in a last ditch
attempt to save the antique store she has inherited from financial ruin, Sarah Lester takes on a deceased estate. Amongst
the estate is a collection of vintage postcards which lead Sarah on a journey through time. Sarah is unprepared for what
these postcards hint at about their reclusive former owner, and soon they complicate her life in unimaginable ways,
transporting her to Victorian London, colonial New Zealand and to the British Raj in India. Sarah has to fight her twenty-first
century instincts, and a century of emancipation, to survive. Traversing three continents and two centuries, where tiger
hunts and ruby necklaces are irrevocably entwined with murders and mysteries, auction houses and antiquities, Sarah is
drawn into the enigma that could solve her parents' disappearance, and the question of should she stay or should she go,
gets harder and harder to answer, the deeper she delves into the past. Perfect for fans of the Outlander series and lovers of
The Time Travelers Wife. What people are saying about Fifteen Postcards: "If history lessons had been this entertaining, I
would have scored an A+!." -Andrene Low, author of the Excess Baggage series "This story is one for devotees of
adventurous historical fiction and tales of plucky young women finding their feet." -Stephanie Jones, CoastFM Book
Reviewer "I think the author has done a commendable job in bringing the story to life and it's obvious that she has used
extensive historical research to ensure that the story always feels authentic and that's not an easy feat to pull off."
-JaffaReadsToo, Book Blogger "Kirsten McKenzie has written a very unusual novel: part time travel, part historical, and part
antique review. Sarah?s adventures in other times and other continents, linked together by the postcards and the antiques,
are well researched and entertainingly written." -Historical Novel Society What reviewers are saying about Kirsten
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McKenzie: "McKenzie has done a spectacular job of combining well-researched history with a hint of mysterious intrigue."
-Anxious Canadian Blog "Kirsten Mckenzie has written an excellent foray into historical fiction. I'm honestly not quite sure
how she was able to keep up with and integrate the different settings, time periods, and characters without losing her
place. But she managed it magnificently." -Author Sean Whittaker "McKenzie?s descriptions of the shop are well drawn and
wonderfully evoke the jumbled chaos of layers of leftovers from centuries of everyday life." -NZBookLovers blog

RIP [Rest In Peace), a CUL8R Time Travel Mystery/Romance
Reeling from her boyfriend’s indiscretions at a party, Lacey Montgomery escapes into the throes of a torrential storm. Her
car spins out of control and hurtles into the depths of an icy, black lake. She awakens in the arms of a handsome stranger,
in a place she’s never heard of—thirty-four years before she was born. Bobby Reynolds is smitten the moment the stormravaged woman opens her eyes. Learning the truth about her origin does nothing to stop the passion taking root in his
heart and leaves him torn between finding a way to return Lacey to her time and convincing her stay with him. Will the
couple be able to discover the key to a mysterious portal before time rips them apart? Or will their spirits wander forever
through a ghost town buried beneath the lake?

Beneath the Lake
Simon Morley is selected by a secret government agency to test Einstein's theory of the past co-existing with the present
and is transported back to 1880s New York

The Ghost of Lady Liberty
The adventure of a lifetime is only one click away! Sid Cooper is a soon-to-be sixth-grader who loves history, travel and
photography-which come together in this second chapter book in a series about travel and adventure while solving a
mystery in history. A visit to the Statue of Liberty takes an unexpected turn when Sid and his sister Meg are magically
transported over 130 years into the past, to when the pedestal was being built, and the statue was still in pieces waiting to
be assembled! Sid and Meg get a first-hand history lesson, but soon realize that the statue may never be built! Sightings of
a ghost are scaring the construction workers, who plan to leave the island without completing the pedestal. How will Sid
and Meg solve the mystery of the ghost of Lady Liberty and get back to the present? In The Ghost of Lady Liberty, author
Lyndon Cerejo transports young readers yet again on a time-travel adventure at another historic monument. They can
follow along as Sid and Meg try to save history-and themselves-while learning about the Statue of Liberty. History,
interesting facts, recent photographs and illustrations enhance the realistic narrative, making this an educational and
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entertaining book for readers aged 5-10. Ananya Chopra, a sixth-grader like Sid, once again lends her talent to the
Mysteries in History series, illustrating Sid's journey to Lady Liberty in her friendly style. Let your child open their minds and
their hearts as they go on a journey back in time and learn about the Statue of Liberty. From her origins in France, to her
delayed and challenging reconstruction in America. They will learn that she wasn't always green, why her torch was
replaced, why people can no longer climb up to her torch, and much more! So let your child open their minds and their
hearts to this exciting tale as a magical land of adventure awaits!

Deadline with Death
Here is a selection of 18 jaunts through time, many of them rare tales from the pulps that we know you haven’t read before.
Even if you're jaded with time-travel (Dinosaurs? Again?) you'll find something new in these pages. Included are: THE
CHILDREN'S ROOM, by Raymond F. Jones SIDETRACK IN TIME, by William P. McGivern GEORGE ALL THE WAY, by Richard
Wilson ABSOLUTELY NO PARADOX, by Lester del Rey THE HOHOKAM DIG, by Theodore Pratt GUARANTEED TENURE, by H.B.
Fyfe THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT: 42, by Grendel Briarton NEVER GO BACK, by Charles V. de
Vet THE ANCESTRAL THREAD, by Emil Petaja THE SONS OF JAPHETH, by Richard Wilson MEDDLER, by Philip K. Dick THE
MAN WHO LIKED LIONS, by John Bernard Daley FLAME FOR THE FUTURE, by William P. McGivern DINOSAUR GOES
HOLLYWOOD, by Emil Petaja TIME OUT FOR TOMORROW, by Richard Wilson REMEMBER THE ALAMO! by R. R. Fehrenbach
GUN FOR HIRE, by Mack Reynolds THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT: 63, by Grendel Briarton If you
enjoy this volume of classic stories, don't forget to search your favorite ebook store for "Wildside Press Megapack" to see
the 220+ other entries in this series, science fiction, fantasy, horror, mysteries, westerns -- and much, much more!

Time Travel Diaries: Adventure in Athens
"Death is on the menu On Thanksgiving weekend, linguist Ella Barton becomes stranded in a small town -- a town not on
any map. And there's something strange about the residents. Keystone Village is a blast from the past, full of vintage cars
and buildings that look like they haven't changed since the 1950s. And neither have the residents. Most of them are
anxious for Ella to leave, and so is she -- as soon as she can get her car fixed. However, when eating at the local diner,
Ella's waitress drops dead, and the local sheriff suspects Ella's to blame. With he help of a handsome inventor, two
mischievous older ladies, and a squirrel with a strange sense of fashion, Ella relies on her spunk, wit and a lot of coffee to
find the killer before she's locked up for a murder she didn't commit. Can Ella hunt down the bad guy before it's too late?
And will she ever make it home again?" -- Back cover.

The Third Time Travel MEGAPACK ®: 18 Classic Trips Through Time
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A serial killer. A family torn. Time travel with a twist. The continuing saga of the Wells family. This time, Ivy's grandfather,
Sam, is finding himself reliving his lives over and over. Sam Wells dies at 79 years old. Then things get worse. When he
opens his eyes as a young college student, he remembers everything from his past life, including the identity of the serial
killer who is terrorizing their small town. Many young women are murdered, and Sam knows who did it. Over several lives,
Sam struggles in a desperate race through time to stop the serial killer. It's never too late to die and try again. Teens and
adults alike will love this time travel thriller. Get your copy of this gripping time travel series. Ivy Mystery Series: The Many
Lives of Ivy Wells The Many Lives of Sam Wells The Many Lives of Jack Wells

The Time Travel Team
#1 NEW YORK TIMES BESTSELLER • NOW A STARZ ORIGINAL SERIES Unrivaled storytelling. Unforgettable characters. Rich
historical detail. These are the hallmarks of Diana Gabaldon’s work. Her New York Times bestselling Outlander novels have
earned the praise of critics and captured the hearts of millions of fans. Here is the story that started it all, introducing two
remarkable characters, Claire Beauchamp Randall and Jamie Fraser, in a spellbinding novel of passion and history that
combines exhilarating adventure with a love story for the ages. One of the top ten best-loved novels in America, as seen on
PBS’s The Great American Read! Scottish Highlands, 1945. Claire Randall, a former British combat nurse, is just back from
the war and reunited with her husband on a second honeymoon when she walks through a standing stone in one of the
ancient circles that dot the British Isles. Suddenly she is a Sassenach—an “outlander”—in a Scotland torn by war and
raiding clans in the year of Our Lord . . . 1743. Claire is catapulted into the intrigues of a world that threatens her life, and
may shatter her heart. Marooned amid danger, passion, and violence, Claire learns her only chance of safety lies in Jamie
Fraser, a gallant young Scots warrior. What begins in compulsion becomes urgent need, and Claire finds herself torn
between two very different men, in two irreconcilable lives. This eBook includes the full text of the novel plus the following
additional content: • An excerpt from Diana Gabaldon’s Dragonfly in Amber, the second novel in the Outlander series • An
interview with Diana Gabaldon • An Outlander reader’s guide Praise for Outlander “Marvelous and fantastic adventures,
romance, sex . . . perfect escape reading.”—San Francisco Chronicle “History comes deliciously alive on the page.”—New
York Daily News

Shadows in Time
Jack Finney's beloved sequel to his classic, New York Times bestselling illustrated novel Time and Again. Simon Morley,
whose logic-defying trip to the New York City of the 1880s in Time and Again has enchanted readers for twenty-five years,
embarks on another trip across the borders of time. This time Reuben Prien at the secret, government-sponsored Project
wants Si to leave his home in the 1880s and visit New York in 1912. Si's mission: to protect a man who is traveling across
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the Atlantic with vital documents that could avert World War I. So one fateful day in 1912, Si finds himself aboard the
world's most famous shipthe Titanic.

Ivy Mystery Series
All three books in the Ivy Mystery Series. Book 1 - The Many Lives of Ivy Wells Dying is simple. Coming back is when things
get interesting. Ivy Wells never wanted to die. When she does, she thinks it's all over. It isn't. When the 30 year old mother
of two wakes up as a 12 year old, she has to navigate her life all over again. And she remembers everything, including the
serial killer who is terrorizing her small town. Over several lifetimes, Ivy battles to save herself, her friends, and even her
own children from the vicious killer. Follow Ivy Wells in a desperate race through time as she tries to outwit the person that
is killing her over and over. What would you do if a serial killer was tracking you through time? Book 2 - The Many Lives of
Sam Wells A serial killer. A family torn. Time travel with a twist. The continuing saga of the Wells family. This time, Ivy's
grandfather, Sam, is finding himself reliving his lives over and over. Sam Wells dies at 79 years old. Then things get worse.
When he opens his eyes as a young college student, he remembers everything from his past life, including the identity of
the serial killer who is terrorizing their small town. Many young women are murdered, and Sam knows who did it. Over
several lives, Sam struggles in a desperate race through time to stop the serial killer. It's never too late to die and try again.
Book 3 - The Many Lives of Jack Wells Jack Wells is executed for a crime he did not commit. Then things get worse. After his
execution, 42 year old Jack wakes up as a 19 year old, and he remembers everything from his past life. The only thing he
doesn't know is who killed those boys. The murders have yet to be committed. Can Jack save the boys in time, and his own
life in the process? Over several lifetimes, Jack races through time to find the answers. This is one fight to the finish you
won’t want to miss.

Outlander
"This middle-grade series reads like the Bourne Identity, but for kids." - M. Robichaux, Editor, NYC FREE shipping when you
get all 3 books in the series! Parents, teachers, and librarians will appreciate the worldwide geography and appropriate
language for Ages 8 - 14 Grades: 3 - 8 | #1 Amazon best-selling series in Children's Travel | BRAINWASHED marks the
explosive beginning to The Crime Travelers Spy School Mystery Series | 300 Geographic References plus illustrative maps! |
Also available: BOOK 2: DIAMONDS ARE FOR NEVER & BOOK 3: PRICELESS | FUNNY. SMART. ACTION. While sleeping on the
roof of his father's hotel-spy school, thirteen-year-old Lucas Benes finds a baby alone and learns that the Good Company
has restarted its profitable brainwashing business. Brainwashed (Crime Travelers Spy Series Book #1) tracks the secret
urban adventures of the New Resistance, a school of international teenage spies. Lucas leads a group of friends through the
hotspots of Paris-- from the catacombs to the Eiffel tower--in an all-out effort to sabotage a brainwashing ceremony that
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could potentially turn them all into "Good" kids.Readers of Diary of A Wimpy Kid will appreciate the step up in smart
reading. This humorous and exciting middle school series with short chapters is perfect for school reading lists. This is a
middle-grade book for boys, a middle-grade book for girls. This mystery is like a secret diary of lost kids in adverse
international settings. France. Italy. Spain. India. A secret spy rider who uses Kano, Minecraft, and Psion to help the kids
travel the planet. A worldwide spy school. A book about Paris for kids learning about Paris and travel. If you liked Alex Rider,
you'll love Crime Travelers. If your children love excitement, don't miss this action-packed read! - Children's Booksellers
Shelve under: books for boys, books for girls, books for kids age 9 - 12, books for middle grade, books for boys 9 - 12, books
for girls 9 - 12, funny hilarious stories for kids, diary of a wimpy kid readers, reluctant readers, travel with kids, Alex Rider,
Minecraft readers, appropriate books for kids, librarian-approved.

The Many Lives of Jack Wells
From the million-copy-selling author of The Roman Mysteries comes a nail-biting time-travel adventure series - where past
meets present.

Pale Phoenix
"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-fi adventure
to become an incandescent exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This Newbery Medal
winner that has been called "smart and mesmerizing," (The New York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will
appeal to readers of all types, especially those who are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist.
Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader Miranda starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know
what to do. The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she can’t share her mission with anyone. It
would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny ability to predict the
future. If that is the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that someone is going to die, and she
might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and
Notable Book Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection "Absorbing." —People "Readers are likely to find
themselves chewing over the details of this superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and
almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer "It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's story as many times
as she's read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred
review

Betrayal in Time
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Time travel is one of the staples of science fiction, right up there with aliens, space opera, and robots. Most science fiction
authors have written at least one time travel story. This collection samples some of the best. TIME OUT, by Edward M.
Lerner THESE STONES WILL REMEMBER, by Reginald Bretnor PROJECT MASTODON, by Clifford D. Simak 12:01 P.M., by
Richard A. Lupoff TIME CONSIDERED AS A SERIES OF THERMITE BURNS IN NO PARTICULAR ORDER, by Damien Broderick
TIME AND TIME AGAIN, by H. Beam Piper TRY, TRY AGAIN, by John Gregory Betancourt THE ETERNAL WALL, by Raymond Z.
Gallun THE MAN FROM TIME, by Frank Belknap Long OF TIME AND TEXAS, by William F. Nolan THE EDGE OF THE KNIFE, by
H. Beam Piper THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT (10), by Grendel Briarton TIME BUM, by C.M.
Kornbluth NEBOGIPFEL AT THE END OF TIME, by Richard A. Lupoff UNBORN TOMORROW, by Mack Reynolds LOST IN THE
FUTURE, by John Victor Peterson THE WINDS OF TIME, by James H. Schmitz ARMAGEDDON -- 2419 A.D., by Philip Francis
Nowlan THE MAN WHO SAW THE FUTURE, by Edmond Hamilton A TRAVELER IN TIME, by August Derleth THROUGH TIME
AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT (71), by Grendel Briarton FLIGHT FROM TOMORROW, by H. Beam Piper IN THE
CRACKS OF TIME, by David Grace SWEEP ME TO MY REVENGE!, by Darrell Schweitzer THE SOLID MEN, by C.J. Henderson
THROUGH TIME AND SPACE WITH FERDINAND FEGHOOT (Epsilon), by Grendel Briarton And don't forget to search this ebook
store for "Wildside Megapack" to see many more entries in this series, covering westerns, mysteries, science fiction, pulp
fiction, and much, much more!

The Edison Mystery
When Tyme Newton, a brilliant teenager with a knack for science, finds an intriguing book left by her ancestor, the great
physicist Isaac Newton, she discovers a centuries-old mystery and a secret that will change her life as well as the lives of
her three best friends. Aided by their recently discovered superpowers, the newly formed Time Travel Team must travel
back and forth in time in order to collect and decipher clues from each of their famous historical ancestors. As blackouts
and earthquakes shake the Village of Chagrin Falls, they encounter a nemesis with a dark power, a fascinating other
dimension, and a secret society. But if the Time Travel Team fails to solve the Great Historic Mystery in time, then the world
will be destroyed--and with it, the legacy of four historical geniuses. The first novel in Jordyn Hadden's new science fiction
trilogy is an electrifying trip through history, as secrets are revealed, discoveries are made, and the universe is impacted
forever.

Paint by Magic
For Kivrin, preparing an on-site study of one of the deadliest eras in humanity's history was as simple as receiving
inoculations against the diseases of the fourteenth century and inventing an alibi for a woman traveling alone. For her
instructors in the twenty-first century, it meant painstaking calculations and careful monitoring of the rendezvous location
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where Kivrin would be received. But a crisis strangely linking past and future strands Kivrin in a bygone age as her fellows
try desperately to rescue her. In a time of superstition and fear, Kivrin -- barely of age herself -- finds she has become an
unlikely angel of hope during one of history's darkest hours. Five years in the writing by one of science fiction's most
honored authors, Doomsday Book is a storytelling triumph. Connie Willis draws upon her understanding of the universalities
of human nature to explore the ageless issues of evil, suffering and the indomitable will of the human spirit. From the
Paperback edition.

Caught in Time: A Novel (Kendra Donovan Mysteries)
Rory Wiltz was having a nice day until a dead body showed up in her house: the only problem is that the dead man is still
very much alive. Rory is determined to solve his murder and ends up casting a time travel spell with the help of her
boyfriend, Hunter, and his sister, Jess. But not everything works out as they anticipated. Rory ends up going back in time
but to a much different reality than her own. Enemies could be friends, and friends could be enemies. But Rory is
determined to stop the dead man from dying, even if it means going up against one of the most dangerous witches she has
ever come across. But will she succeed? Or has she finally met her match?

The Eyre Affair
When brilliant FBI agent Kendra Donovan stumbles back in time and finds herself in a 19th century English castle under
threat from a vicious serial killer, she scrambles to solve the case before it takes her life—200 years before she was even
born. Beautiful and brilliant, Kendra Donovan is a rising star at the FBI. Yet her path to professional success hits a speed
bump during a disastrous raid where half her team is murdered, a mole in the FBI is uncovered and she herself is severely
wounded. As soon as she recovers, she goes rogue and travels to England to assassinate the man responsible for the
deaths of her teammates. While fleeing from an unexpected assassin herself, Kendra escapes into a stairwell that promises
sanctuary but when she stumbles out again, she is in the same place - Aldrich Castle - but in a different time: 1815, to be
exact. Mistaken for a lady's maid hired to help with weekend guests, Kendra is forced to quickly adapt to the time period
until she can figure out how she got there; and, more importantly, how to get back home. However, after the body of a
young girl is found on the extensive grounds of the county estate, she starts to feel there's some purpose to her bizarre
circumstances. Stripped of her twenty-first century tools, Kendra must use her wits alone in order to unmask a cunning
madman.

The Gone World
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In 1816 London, Kendra Donovan tries to track down a missing man, but also finds trouble brewing closer to home in the
fifth book in Julie McElwain’s riveting time-travel mystery series. When Kendra Donovan is approached by Mrs. Gavenston
with an unusual request—to find her business manager, Jeremy Pascoe, who recently vanished—the FBI agent is eager to
accept the challenge. To Kendra’s way of thinking, spending her time locating a missing person suits her more than
perfecting her embroidery, painting watercolors, practicing on the pianoforte, or any of the other activities that are socially
acceptable for young ladies in the early nineteenth century. Unfortunately, the missing person’s case turns into a murder
investigation after Kendra finds the man stabbed to death in a remote cottage that he’d been using as a writer’s retreat.
Everyone who knew him says that Pascoe was a fine fellow. So who hated him enough to kill him? Seeking the answer to
that question plunges Kendra into the world of big business, as Mrs. Gavenston happens to run one of the largest breweries
in England. And if there is one thing Kendra knows hasn’t changed, it’s that big business means big money . . . and money
is always a motive for murder. While Kendra works to sift through the truth and lies swirling around Mr. Pascoe’s life—and
death—her world is rocked closer to home when a woman arrives claiming to be the Duke of Aldridge’s presumably dead
daughter, Charlotte. It is a distraction Kendra cannot afford, not when there is a killer lurking in the shadows who will do
anything to keep the truth from being exposed.

The Mammoth Book of Time Travel SF
Robert J. Sawyer's award-winning science fiction has garnered both popular and critical acclaim. The New York Times Book
Review called Frameshift "filled to bursting with ideas, characters and incidents." His novels are fixtures on the Hugo and
Nebula ballots. Sawyer now brings us Flashforward, the story of a world-shattering discovery. In pursuit of an elusive
nuclear particle, an experiment goes incredibly awry, and, for a few moments, the consciousness of the entire human race
is thrown ahead by about twenty years. As the implications truly hit home, the pressure to repeat the experiment builds.
Everyone wants a glimpse of their future, a chance to flashforward and see their successes or learn how to avoid their
failures. Winner of the Aurora Award and the basis for the hit ABC television series. At the Publisher's request, this title is
being sold without Digital Rights Management Software (DRM) applied.

Pancakes and Poison (a Traveling Town Mystery Book 1)
#1 New York Times bestselling author Nora Roberts presents a story of passion that dares to challenge the boundaries of
time itself. After going through a time gateway, Caleb Hornblower is stuck in the present. He needs to find a way to return
to the future, but after falling in love with Liberty Stone, Caleb isn’t sure he can leave the past behind. A NORA ROBERTS
CLASSIC AVAILABLE DIGITALLY FOR THE FIRST TIME
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A Murder in Time
Something is terribly wrong with Connor's mom—she keeps slipping into bizarre trances. Connor suspects that the key to
his mom's strange behavior is an old art book filled with paintings of a woman who looks exactly like her. But the artist who
created those paintings died before his mom was evenborn. Connor gets his chance to break the evil link between the past
and the present when he is mysteriously whisked back in time to the 1920s. But can he save his mom—and himself—before
it's too late?

Internet Drama and Mystery Television Series, 1996Ð2014
"I promise you have never read a story like this."--Blake Crouch, New York Times bestselling author of Dark Matter Inception
meets True Detective in this science fiction thriller of spellbinding tension and staggering scope that follows a special agent
into a savage murder case with grave implications for the fate of mankind Shannon Moss is part of a clandestine division
within the Naval Criminal Investigative Service. In western Pennsylvania, 1997, she is assigned to solve the murder of a
Navy SEAL's family--and to locate his vanished teenage daughter. Though she can't share the information with conventional
law enforcement, Moss discovers that the missing SEAL was an astronaut aboard the spaceship U.S.S. Libra--a ship
assumed lost to the currents of Deep Time. Moss knows first-hand the mental trauma of time-travel and believes the SEAL's
experience with the future has triggered this violence. Determined to find the missing girl and driven by a troubling
connection from her own past, Moss travels ahead in time to explore possible versions of the future, seeking evidence to
crack the present-day case. To her horror, the future reveals that it's not only the fate of a family that hinges on her work,
for what she witnesses rising over time's horizon and hurtling toward the present is the Terminus: the terrifying and
cataclysmic end of humanity itself. Luminous and unsettling, The Gone World bristles with world-shattering ideas yet
remains at its heart an intensely human story.

The Time Traveler's Wife
You don’t have to believe in ghosts…until you meet one. Once again Kelly, Scott, Austin and Zoey are listening to the Spirit
Radio when they hear a cry for help from a mother whose four-year-old daughter, Emma went missing in the middle of a
busy lobby at the infamous Stanley Hotel. But time traveling back to 1911 is a lot more complicated than the three trips
they had taken earlier in the summer. They have to find appropriate clothes and figure out a way to pay for their stay.
When they hear about a tragic fire that hurt several hotel employees, the teens take advantage of the hotel’s desperation
and get jobs working as lady’s maids and houseboys so they can keep an eye on Emma and her family. Even though they
know that The Stanley Hotel is possibly the most haunted place in the U.S., the four teenagers are a little creeped out when
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they hear ghostly children running in the halls, singing songs and even a mysterious ball that keeps showing up in their
room. How could a hotel that is only two years old already be haunted? Most importantly, how can they stop Emma from
becoming one of the ghosts that are trapped inside the luxurious hotel? Midway through their first summer together, they
celebrate the Fourth of July twice in one year. As they try to figure out the mystery of Emma’s disappearance, they bump in
some famous people and experience several historical events. But ultimately, it’s their trust in each other and the
friendship that has been forged by two unique experiences no one else on the planet has ever done…talk with dead people
and time travel to the past. Their first trip back to 1966 had stopped the murder of a teenager from their school. Their next
trip to 1980 had tested their courage as they were brought face-to-face with a man who was determined to murder an
entire family. Their last trip to 1927 had saved the life of a handsome young man who had run away to a traveling circus.
Zoey, the former mean girl of South Beach High School, suffered her first heartbreak by falling in love with a man from the
wrong century. Back in 1911 there are no TV news crawlers or Amber Alerts like we see along the interstate highways
today. Instead, Kelly, Scott, Austin and Zoey must try to be in the right place at the right time to stop the tragedy of
Emma’s disappearance from happening. They follow her and her family around while enjoying life among the rich and
famous. They arrive as skeptics, but leave as believers when all four teens have ghostly encounters. Kelly and Austin grow
closer as they share fireworks shows, first on the sand in Fort Myers Beach and second on a blanket in the Rocky Mountains.
But is their romance doomed almost as soon as it began? When their plans go wrong, they face their first defeat. The same
danger that takes Emma now threatens the teens when one of their own is captured in a killer’s web. Will they be able to
save Emma? Or will they join her as permanent guests in the ghostly halls of The Stanley Hotel?

When You Reach Me
This thought-provoking collection not only takes us into the past and the future, but also explores what might happen if we
attempt to manipulate time to our own advantage. These stories show what happen once you start to meddle with time and
the paradoxes that might arise. It also raises questions about whether we understand time, and how we perceive it. Once
we move outside the present day, can we ever return or do we move into an alternate world? What happens if our meddling
with Nature leads to time flowing backwards, or slowing down or stopping all together? Or if we get trapped in a constant
loop from which we can never escape. Is the past and future immutable or will we ever be able to escape the inevitable?
These are just some of the questions that are raised in these challenging, exciting and sometimes amusing stories by Kage
Baker, Simon Clark, Fritz Leiber, Christopher Priest, Kristine Kathryn Rusch, Robert Silverberg, Michael Swanwick, John
Varley and many others.

Mysteries of Time Travel
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The Dollhouse Murder Mystery is a time-travel adventure that percolates with Art Deco ambiance and Deco artists and
characters engaged in a fictional escapade that enters the world of make believe sleuthing. Victoria St. John and John
Hamilton are transported into the dollhouse to investigate the murder of the man on the Aubusson rug. The question is:
who is the dead man? He appears to be quite alive and so the investigation begins with detective Pettihomme taking
command of the interrogation. A subtle romance ensues and Victoria and John return triumphantly to the Silver Jubilee Gala.
This book is a charmer, a page turner with easy-to-read text and a short investment in time to enjoy this delightful
escapade with gift-giving potential.

The Dollhouse Murder Mystery
Discover the Mysteries of Time Travel, and explore 35 true cases of: - The incredible Map of the Creator, a 120-million-yearold, aerial map - The 500-million-year-old hammer - An ancient atomic war still making people sick today - Weather control
experiment that killed 35 people in England - Ancient, micro-sized objects found in Russia - Million-year-old map showing
Antarctica without ice - Alexander the Great helped by time travelers - The mysterious plague of Athens - "Divine Winds"
that keep changing history And 26 more amazing examples of time travel intrusion! Authors George Kempland and Rob
Shelsky have delved into the mysteries of time travel and found amazing evidence of this already having occurred! Using
the powerful Principle of Occam's Razor, these two authors examine the evidence and come up with some incredible
conclusions, build a powerful case for time travel. For those with an interest in time travel, who wonder if it has already
happened, this book is a must read!
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